
The Management of Change

Driving Change in Quality



Around 500 BCE the Greek philosopher Heraclitus of Ephesus introduced the quote:  “The only constant in life is change”... 
implying that change is always present and permanent.
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  One example of change is the one experienced by a caterpillar to become a butterfly.  

Example of Change - In Nature



By definition, change is the difference between an initial and a future state...
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...in a process that takes time... 
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...and goes through a transition state before reaching the future state. 
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In this context, change is unavoidable and accepted by the caterpillar... 

Example of Change - In NatureExample of Change - In Nature

Change is
Good!

Indeed!



But we humans are different.   From the human perspective, change takes a whole new meaning that is highly dependent 
on the individual, the nature of the change, and other factors...  

Change - The Human Perspective

Change?



Depending on the individual and conditions, change may inspire thoughts of: resistance...like “I do not need to change”

Change - The Human Perspective
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...disconnection, like “this isn’t relevant to my work!”

Change - The Human Perspective
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...fear, like “I’m afraid of this change”
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...cynicism,  like “this alleged change is just politics”

Change - The Human Perspective
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But it can also inspire thoughts of hope, like “this is the change I wanted”...

Change - The Human Perspective
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and excitement, like “at last! some change!”

Change - The Human Perspective
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Change - The Human Perspective

Likewise, for many, change may be seen like the unexpected requirement to jump into a precipice...



... with unknown challenges and unpredicted results.  A frequent reaction is the resistance to change.
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“ I am 
Happy

as I am” 

Satisfaction

...with six typical reactions that resemble a rollercoaster of emotions that start with a sense of satisfaction with the status 
quo and thoughts like “I am happy as I am”.



Denial
“This isn’t 

relevant to 
my work”

Satisfaction

Followed by denial, with thoughts like “This isn’t relevant to my work”.



Resistance
“I’m not having this”

Denial

Satisfaction

Followed by resistance, with thoughts like “I’m not having this”.



“Could this work 
for me?”

Exploration
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Followed by exploration, with thoughts like “Could this work for me?”.



“I can see how 
I can make it 
work for me”

Hope

Exploration

Resistance

Denial
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Followed by hope, with thoughts like “I can see how can make it work for me”.



“This works 
for me”

Commitment

Hope

Exploration
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Ending in commitment, with thoughts like “This work for me!”.



Commitment

Hope
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Ending in commitment, with thoughts like “This work for me!”.



Change management considers the typical emotions of people towards change and creates the conditions to transform the  
resistance into an engaging process of transformation...  

Change 
Management



...that is based in trust.  

Trust



Change management builds trust by providing certainty and direction through planning.  Change planning has the purpose 
of creating thoughts like “It is safe to try, this change is well planned”.

Planning

“It is safe to try”



Change management builds trust by providing certainty and direction through planning.  Change planning has the purpose 
of creating thoughts like “It is safe to try, this change is well planned.... 

Planning

“This change 
is well planned”



...we have a rope that will avoid for us to fall”.

Planning



Leadership

Leadership

Leadership is fundamental in change management.  Good leadership from the part of management can avoid people to 
thing that they are on their own and that management stand with leadership

“I am with you”



Change 
Management

Vision

...vision

“Look at the 
other side”



Change 
Management

Collaboration

...collaboration

“We are in this together”



Change 
Management

Support

...support.

“We have the 
best technology”



The outcome of a good change management process is the change of the perception of jumping int an abyss into a 
stepwise, structured process towards a final condition.  A good change management process consists of five steps.

Change Management - Steps



The change management steps are: Scoping the Change...
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...Creating the Vision...
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...Driving Commitment...
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...Establishing the Change Infrastructure...
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...and Sustaining the Change.
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In change management, the involvement and commitment of management is essential...

Management Participation



Management is like the coach at the edge of the precipice, providing leadership, security, vision, collaboration, and support. 

Manager
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Managers should create task groups, and as leaders, present the scope and vision to all employees...

Leadership
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...and drive commitment through leadership, alignment, and energization of the team.

Leadership

Lead the Team,
Provide Direction
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with GoalsEnergize 

the Team



Managers should provide an environment where employees want to collaborate with each other and with the implemented 
systems...

Contribution Contribution
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...and where the employees feel confident to provide feedback about the process...   

Feedback

Feedback
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...so the team is always open and honest in all communications. 
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Collaboration



Management should make sure that the required technological tools are sourced and implemented...

Technological
Tools

Support



...and provide merit and recognition to those members of the team deserving it.  

Support



New Mindset

Sustaining the Change

It is the manager’s role to continue the management of change until the team reaches the point where all parts embrace the 
change as the new way of work...creating a new mindset that sustains the final state after the change process ends...



...and making the continuous change process one full of fun and excitement...constantly...
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